Abstract. We discuss a combination of GSOS-type structural operational semantics with explicit termination, that we call the tagh-format (tagh being short for termination and GSOS hybrid). The tagh-format distinguishes between transition and termination rules, but allows besides active and negative premises as in GSOS, also for, what is called terminating and passive arguments. We extend the result of Aceto, Bloom and Vaandrager on the automatic generation of sound and complete axiomatizations for GSOS to the setting of tagh-transition system specifications. The construction of the equational theory is based upon the notion of a smooth and distinctive operation, which have been generalized from GSOS to tagh. The examples provided indicate a significant improvement over the mechanical axiomatization techniques known so far.
Introduction
It has become very popular in the concurrency community to define various process operators by means of Plotkin-style operational rules. These are usually pretty intuitive, and they can be used to derive a transition system for each process expression. Properties of such a transition system can then be checked using a model checker.
But it is also well-known that this approach has its restrictions. Often, transition systems become too large to be handled by model checkers, or, due to the presence of parameters, transition systems have infinitely many states. In these cases, an approach using theorem provers or deploying equational reasoning can be very helpful.
In the face of these alternative approaches, it is often profitable to generate a set of laws or equations for an operator that is given by a set of operational rules. Moreover, we want two characterizations that match: the axiomatization should be sound and complete for the model of transition systems modulo (strong) bisimulation. The paper [ABV94] points the way in such an endeavour: in some cases an axiomatization can be derived by just following a recipe. Some other papers in this area are [Uli95, Uli00] (where other equivalence relations besides bisimulation equivalence are considered). However, in the years since the appearance of these papers, we have seen no application of the theory. The reader may wonder why this is so.
In our opinion, this is due to the limited process algebraic basis employed in [ABV94] ; in particular, termination and deadlock are identified. Any language, both programming and specification languages, involving some form of parallel composition will know the situation when no further action is possible, but components are not finished, e.g. when two components are waiting for different communications. This situation is usually called deadlock or unsuccessful termination. Now if the language also involves some form of sequential composition, we have to know when the first component in a sequential composition is finished, i.e. successfully terminated, in order for the second component to continue. In such a case, deadlock must be distinguished from successful termination, and, subsequently, the axiomatization method of [ABV94] does not apply.
There are three ways to handle this combination of parallel composition and sequential composition. First, we can do away with sequential composition as a basic operator, only have prefixing as a rudimentary form of sequential composition, and use tricks like a special communication to mimic some form of sequential composition. This is the solution of CCS, in our opinion an unsatisfactory solution. Second, we can use implicit termination as in ACP, where successful termination is implicitly "tacked onto" the last action. Finally, in the majority of cases, we find explicit termination, usually implemented by having two separate constants, one denoting deadlock, inaction or unsuccessful termination, the other one denoting skip or successful termination. Operationally, deadlock has no rules, and termination is denoted by a predicate on states.
In this paper, we adapt the theory of [ABV94] for the case of explicit termination. We think that the theory presented can be extended in order to deal also with implicit termination, but leave this as future research. Starting from the GSOS-format (cf. [BIM95] ), we extend it with termination to obtain the tagh-format (termination and GSOS hybrid). We also employ some additional generalizations so that auxiliary operators are needed in fewer cases: for instance, the definition of sequential composition does not require auxiliary operators as in [ABV94] . This does make the theory a lot more complicated, but we gain that the generated axiomatizations are almost optimal, intuitively understandable, and are sound and complete for the model of transition systems modulo bisimulation.
Preliminaries
We assume the reader to be familiar with the standard notions and examples of process algebra (cf., e.g., [BW90, Fok00] ). Below we present the transition system specification for the basic process language with explicit termination ε, deadlock δ (which has no rules), a prefixing operation 'a. ' for every a taken from the finite alphabet of actions Act, nondeterministic choice '+' and unary onestep restriction operations ∂ 1 B for every subset B ⊆ Act. The expression ∂ 1 B (t) indicates that the term t is not permitted to perform any action from B as a first step. However, this restriction is dropped after t has done a step outside of the action set B. For the termination predicate '↓', we use the postfix notation t↓ meaning that the term t has an option to terminate immediately.
Definition 1
(a) The transition system specification for the transition system TSS 1 ∂ consists of the following transition and termination rules:
ε↓ x↓
∂ consists of the following equations:
We have the standard notion of strong bisimulation with predicates, in our set-up in the form of a termination condition. Below we will use t 1 ≡ t 2 to denote syntactic equality of the terms t 1 and t 2 . We also use expressions like C[x k , y , z m ] to indicate that only variables from the set
occur in the context C[ ] with respect to some given index sets K, L and M .
Generating Equations for the tagh-Format
In this section we introduce the tagh-format for transition system specifications. Here, the acronym tagh stands for termination and GSOS hybrid. It enhances the GSOS-format as introduced in [BIM95] with a notion of explicit termination. We provide a general procedure to obtain, for each transition system specification in tagh-format, a disjoint extension TSS and an equational theory ET . It holds that ET is sound and complete for TSS -bisimulation (cf. [BV01] ). As the transition system specification TSS is a disjoint extension of the transition system specification TSS this amounts for terms t 1 , t 2 over TSS to coincidence of bisimulation with respect to TSS and equality based on ET . Thus, ET is a sound and complete axiomatization of TSS-bisimulation.
Definition 3
(a) A tagh-transition rule ρ for an n-ary operation f is a deduction rule of the format 
In the context of a transition rule ρ of the format (1) we use act(ρ), neg(ρ), term(ρ), pass(ρ) to denote the index sets
I, J, K, L, respectively, where L = {1, . .
. , n}\(I ∪J ∪K).
For a rule θ conforming to equation (2) we put term(θ) = K. For a transition rule ρ like (1), we refer to f (x 1 , . . . , x n ), or an instantiation of it, as the source of ρ, and to the term C[x m , y ip ] as the target. Occasionally we will write t ↓ if not t↓, i.e., t cannot terminate immediately.
The tagh-format is an extension of the GSOS-format of [BIM95] . If we strip all aspects of termination from the definition we end up with the original format for GSOS. We have, as the tagh-format is subsumed by the panth-format of [Ver95] , that bisimulation is a congruence, just as for GSOS. The syntactic format of general tagh-transition rules though, is much too liberal to allow for an automatic generation of axioms directly. We therefore introduce (cf. [ABV94] ) a more restricted format, called smooth. Regarding an operation f it is profitable to further restrict the collection of rules. In essence we want that at any time at most one of the transition rules for f applies. If the rules for f have this additional property, the operation is called smooth and distinctive.
Definition 4 Let TSS be a tagh-transition system specification. (a) A transition rule ρ in TSS for an n-ary operation f ∈ Sig is smooth if it
is of the format
where the index sets 
finite (possibly empty) subset of actions, and, where in the target
C[y i , x j , x ] only variables amongst { y i | i ∈ I }, { x p | p ∈ J ∪ L } occur.rank(ρ) rank(ρ ) iff -neg(ρ) = neg(ρ ), pass(ρ) ⊇ pass(ρ ) and term(ρ) ⊆ term(ρ ), and -pass(ρ) = pass(ρ ) =⇒ act(ρ) ∩ term(ρ ) = ∅. (c) A(ρ) = rank(ρ ) there exists an index i ∈ act(ρ) = act(ρ ) such that a i = a i . -for each termination rule θ and each transition rule ρ for f in TSS it holds that term(θ) ∩ act(ρ) = ∅.
For such an operation f it holds that neg(ρ) = neg(ρ ) for any two transition rules ρ, ρ . We define neg(f ) = neg(ρ) and nonneg(f ) = {1, . . . , n} \ neg(ρ) where ρ is an arbitrary transition rule for f in TSS.
The intuition for the ordering on the transition rules for a smooth and distinctive n-ary operation f is the following: Suppose ρ and ρ are two transition rules for f with ρ ρ . The ordering on then demands that a passive position in ρ must be passive in ρ as well and that a terminating position in ρ must be terminating in ρ as well. Now, let ρ 1 . . . ρ m be in descending order and p ∈ {1, . . . , n} a non-negative position in f . The position p can either be passive, active or terminating in ρ 1 , . . . , ρ m , but in view of the observation above we have that for
. . , x n ), the variable x p at position p has a life-cycle from passive, via active, to terminating (but, possibly, p doesn't start out as passive or doesn't reach the termination stage).
For a smooth and distinctive n-ary operation f we have that for closed terms of the form f (t 1 , . . . , t n ) where each t i ≡ ε, δ, a.t at most one of the transition rules for f applies: If ρ and ρ are two distinct rules for f , we either have rank(ρ) = rank(ρ ) or, without loss of generality, rank(ρ) rank(ρ ). From the requirements of Definition 4c above we then obtain in the first case that for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, t i ≡ a.t with a = a i (the action of the i-th premise for ρ), a = a i (the action of the i-th premise for ρ ) but also a i = a i . For the second case we obtain from rank(ρ) rank(ρ ) that act(ρ) ∩ term(ρ ) = ∅. So, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have t i ≡ a.t as t i matches the source of the i-th premise of ρ, but also t i ≡ ε as according to the rule ρ the term t i should terminate. All cases thus lead to a contradiction, and we conclude that f (t 1 , . . . , t n ) does not match two distinct transition rules ρ and ρ .
The requirement of at least one active position in a smooth transition rule will be needed in our proof of the soundness of the distributive laws for negative arguments, introduced below and that are superfluous in the setting of [ABV94] but are essential for our treatment of termination.
Examples 5
The binary operation ';' of sequential composition comes equipped, in the set-up with explicit termination, with two transition rules and one termination rule:
The binary operation ' ', usually referred to as leftmerge, has one transition rule and one termination rule:
We have that both ';' and ' ' (contrasting [ABV94] ) are smooth and distinctive operations.
Note that, in fact, in the above examples we have transition schemes for (Seq 1 ), (Seq 2 ) and (Leftmerge 1 ) rather than transition rules, as we have transition rules (Seq 1 ), (Seq 2 ) and (Leftmerge 1 ), respectively, for each action a ∈ Act. Before we are ready to describe the axioms generated for a smooth and distinctive n-ary operation f for a tagh-transition system specification, we need some notation. Note that the rules of f are totally ordered by the ordering ' '. So, if m ∈ nonneg(f ), there exists a not necessarily unique transition rule ρ, maximal in rank, such that m / ∈ pass(ρ). In that situation we put rank(m) = rank(ρ) and act(m) = act(ρ), neg(m) = neg(ρ), etc. Also, if, for a 4-tuple R, we have that R = rank(ρ), we put act(R) = act(ρ), neg(R) = neg(ρ), etc. The index set handle(m), the handle of m with respect to f and TSS, is defined as term(m) if m ∈ nonneg(f ), and as nonneg(f ) if m ∈ neg(f ).
The idea behind the notion of a handle is that for a smooth operation f and non-negative position m ∈ {1, . . . , n} the set handle(m) consists of all positions that are required to be terminating when the position m becomes active, i.e.,
For a negative position m for f , handle(m) simply consists of all non-negative positions. The handles are used in the formulation of the distributive laws below; the subset-ordering on the handles of an operation induces an ordering on the applicability of these laws.
The next definition describes the various laws associated with a smooth and distinctive operation.
Definition 6 Let f be a smooth and distinctive n-ary operation for a tagh-transition system specification TSS.
(a) For a position p ∈ {1, . . . , n} the distributive law for p with respect to f is given as follows:
where ζ q ≡ ε for q ∈ handle(p) and ζ q ≡ z q for q /
∈ {p} ∪ handle(p). (b) For a transition rule ρ of the format (3) the action law for ρ is given as
follows:
where
(c) For a rank R for f the deadlock laws are given as follows:
where 
z j for j ∈ neg(R) and ζ ≡ z for ∈ pass(R) such that, for each rule ρ for f in TSS of the format (3), there exists a position p such that one of the following cases holds:
In the distributive laws we demand a 'fingerprint of ε-s' for the particular position instead of allowing a variable for handle-arguments. This way, non-determinism at a position is only resolved if it guaranteed that there is termination at sufficiently many other positions, as will be illustrated by the equations in the examples for sequential composition ';' and leftmerge ' ' below.
Examples 7
The transition system specification for ';' generates, according to the definitions above, the following equations: Similarly, we obtain for the leftmerge ' ' the following axiom system:
Again we omit the superfluous instantiations of the axiom δ; y = δ. Note that actually we have exactly the preferred axiomatization, see e.g. [Vra97] .
From the termination law ε; ε = ε and ε ε = ε in the examples above, one can see the necessity of a distributive law for a negative argument, here in both cases the second position. Without these distributive laws it is not possible to derive, e.g., ε; (a.t + ε) = a.t + ε and ε (a.t + ε) = ε, which is desired for our interpretation of optional termination.
The disrupt or disabling operator ' ' is well-known, e.g., from Lotos [Bri89] (see also [BB00] ). In the process x y the subprocess x may proceed, unless the subprocess y takes over control. It terminates when either of the subprocesses does so. Thus, the disrupt operator has the following transition system specification:
The disrupt operator, as can be seen from the transition rules, is a smooth but non-distinctive operation. However, if we split the operation ' ' into two, introducing ' 1 ' and ' 2 ' say, for which the transition rules satisfy the distinctiveness restrictions, we end up with two smooth and distinctive operations:
The idea of splitting up ' ' is also present in the transition system specification for this operation in [BB00] . The relationship between the various disrupt operations is expressed by the law x y = (x 1 y) + (x 2 y). Another instance of this trick is the representation of the merge ' ' in terms of leftmerge ' ', rightmerge ' − ' and communication merge ' | ' using the law
The same approach, as pointed out in [ABV94] and also applicable for the tagh-format, of partitioning of the set of transition rules and introducing smooth and distinctive suboperations works in general to split a smooth but nondistinctive operation f into a number of smooth and distinctive ones, f 1 , . . . , f s say. Here we only present how the resulting equations can be derived. 
Definition 8
is then referred to as the distinctivity law for f .
The previous definition addresses smooth but non-distinctive operations. However, some operations are not smooth at all. There may be several ways in which the transition rules of an operation f can violate the various conditions of the definition of a smooth operation: there can be a transition rule for f that is not of the format (3), i.e., either there are multiple premises for an action-argument or an active or terminating variable occurs in the target or there is overlap of the index sets or there is no active premise. (Additionally, there can be a position p for which there is no transition rule for f for which this p is non-passive. The latter situation is harmless. See [BV01] .) To illustrate the countermeasure for non-smoothness consider the following, synthesized, one-rule transition system specification adapted from [ABV94] . Here, the operation f is non-smooth because there are multiple transitions for an active variable (viz. x a → y 1 and x b → y 2 ), the active and terminating variable x occurs in the target x + y 1 , the index sets overlap (its only position 1 occurs as active, as terminating and as negative argument).
The key idea is not to split f into new operations, but to split the variable x into new variables, i.e., we introduce separate copies x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 of the variable x to relieve the overlap and multiplicity. The rules for f are translated into rules for a fresh operation f . This yields the following transition system specification for which f is a smooth operation:
f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 )↓ As connecting law for f we have f (x) = f (x, x, x, x) which enforces that in the right-hand side we indeed have copies of the original argument.
In the next definition we will formalize the above ideas for the general case. In the presentation below we introduce mappings φ and ψ to make the correspondence explicit between a variable x i and its splittings { 
corresponds to a smooth transition rule ρ for f in TSS of the form
such that the mapping 
bijection between the premises of ρ and the premises of ρ and
The equation
with ζ p ≡ z φ(p) for p ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is called the smoothening law for f .
Example 10
The 'classical' example of a non-smooth operation is the priority operator θ introduced in [BBK86] . Assuming a partial ordering on '>' on Act, the action rules of the unary θ and its binary smoothening θ are the following:
The smoothening law for the priority operator θ is θ(x) = θ (x, x).
In the above we have described how to transform a non-smooth operation into a smooth one and how to split a smooth but non-distinctive operation into several smooth and distinctive ones. In these situations the transition system specification will be extended disjointly, i.e., the dynamics and termination of operations already in the transition system remain unaffected. No rules and/or axioms are removed or added concerning operations already present. Also we have defined smoothening laws (11) and distinctivity laws (8) that connect the original and new operations. For smooth and distinctive operations we have introduced various equations describing distributivity, dynamics, deadlock and termination. Collecting this all together we obtain the notion of the transition system specification and the set of equations generated by a tagh-transition system specification.
Definition 11
For a tagh-transition system specification TSS, the taghtransition system specification TSS generated by TSS and the equational theory ET generated by TSS are given by the following procedure:
Step 0 Let TSS disjointly extend TSS and TSS 
. , f s and add to ET the distinctivity law (8).
Step 3 For each smooth and distinctive operation f of TSS (as obtained after
Step 2) but not in TSS 1 ∂ add to ET the distributive laws (4), the action laws (5), the deadlock laws (6) and the termination laws (7).
The discussion above regarding the soundness of the various laws combined with the stratification of the procedure of Definition 11 give rise to the following theorem which is proven in [BV01] . (The transition system specification TSS / comprises a syntactic representation of the Approximation Induction Principle.) Theorem 12 Let TSS be a tagh-transition system specification. Let TSS be the disjoint extension of TSS / and the generated extension of TSS. Let ET be the generated equational theory. Then ET and AIP are sound and complete for equality modulo TSS . [BB00] . The axiomatization for the priority operator avoids equations for the auxiliary 'unless' operation ' ' (cf. [BBK86] ).
Concluding Remarks
We have introduced the tagh-format for structured operational semantics. The tagh-format enhances the well-known GSOS-format with explicit termination. The format additionally allows for a finer distinction between the modes of the argument (viz. active, negative, terminating, passive). The method of automatic generation of axiomatizations as developed by Aceto, Bloom and Vaandrager for GSOS is extended for the case of tagh. Examples illustrate the technique and indicate the strength of the approach. The resulting laws are equal or close to the hand-crafted axiomatizations as reported in the literature.
In the technical report [BV01] we prove Theorem 12 which states the soundness and completeness modulo bisimulation of the axiomatization for a transition system specification in tagh-format obtained from the procedure of Definition 11. The soundness and completeness result is obtained along the lines set out in [ABV94] ; several technical complications arise dealing with termination. The proof of head-normalization in the setting of tagh is involved. It requires a detailed case analysis and the notions handle and rank for non-negative positions. However, grosso modo, the outline of the proofs of soundness and completeness follow the corresponding arguments in [ABV94] .
